
News You Can Use

Middle Atlantic unveils the Forum™ Collaboration
Suite after 12+ months of R&D with customers and
industry experts to address the challenges brought
on by hybrid collaboration
This is What Hybrid Looks Like >>

Product Buzz

Vaddio announces the new ConferenceSHOT ePTZ
USB camera for small spaces
Check It Out >>

Why you need Da-Lite’s high resolution screen
surfaces over standard resolution screen surfaces
Watch Now >>

Chief has a mount for that. Mounts for Fusion®,
Thinstall® and Q-latch mounts, speci�cally
designed for the ConferenceSHOT ePTZ
Check Them Out >>

Chief has designed a low-pro�le storage solution for
Crestron® Flex Integrator Kits that creates an
extremely slim, organized and accessible
installation assembly
See the TAB1 >>

Market Mentions

Corporate: C2G’s New 4K HDMI Dongle Adapter
Rings provide quick and �exible device connectivity
to displays in commercial spaces
Read the Release >>

House of Worship: Da-Lite’s Tensioned Designer
Contour with Agility Battery Motor product review
featured in a recent edition of Technologies for
Worship
Check It Out >>

Watch This

Recreate the one-to-one videoconferencing
experience with the ConferenceSHOT ePTZ camera
from Vaddio
Watch Now >>

Training

Get Back to School with AV University. Enroll for a
course on AVU and get a free AV Pro Cheat Sheet
poster!
Enroll Now >>

Feedback

Love it or leave it? Answer one question about your
experience with The Download

Tell us what you think >>

C2G | Chief | Da-Lite | Luxul 
Middle Atlantic | Vaddio | Wiremold

The Download

Connect with 
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